Creativity, as the means to conceptualization, is of concern In many philosophical matters. Space and representations of space comprise one such matter in disciplines as disparate as physics and architecture. Acts of reading, interpreting, and shaping space and its properties all involve creativity. It is disconcerting, however, that especially in the context of architecture, when discussed as the means, creativity is usually treated as a mysterious ingredient of the individual's thought process. Diverging from this understanding of creativity as an internal heuristic act, one can look at it as a phenomenon outside of the individual, a phenomenon which is to be understood only within the plurality of works created by many individuals. Creativity remains to be the means but with regard to the larger context.
has been subject to major criticism over the centuries; yet, there is always more to say. Hilary Putnam, professor of philosophy and mathematical logic at Harvard, illustrates this common methodological problem with a simple example.^He puts his friend to the test by asking, "How many objects are there in this room?"
The answer is not as obvious as his friend initially thinks. The question rather turns out to be, "What is an object?"
There are five objects if the friend only counts the distinguishable but non-living items: chair, table, pen, book, cup, etc. There are seven if he includes Putnam and himself. There are indefinitely more if he identifies and includes parts of what he has initially called objects. The key to the question is the definition of what an object is. And that is where the uncertainty is. William James writes:
There is no property ABSOLUTELY essential to any one tiling.... Mediately or immediately, that one thing is related to everything else; and to know all about it, all its relations need to be known. But each relation forms one of its attributes, one angle by which someone may conceive it, and while so conceiving it may ignore the rest of it.
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Depending on how one defines an objecte.g., anything to which I can refer with a pronoun, anything that is not physically attached to some other thing, etc.the conception of how many objects there are in the room changes.
Putnam's question is an example of an uncertainty that has to do with the representation of phenomena. 3 A second account of uncertainty is in the process, in the direction of the next step. If we think of the present moment as a deci-OZKAR/ 25 sion node, the decision will be based on the definitions employed right there and then. Paths of process are just as indeterminate as the definitions.
The philosophical introduction to such uncertainties brings us to their practical implications, especially in creative processes that have to do with defining, interpreting, reading, making, etc. In his influential book The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Thomas Kuhn identifies two parts to a scientist's conceptual work: one is operating research along a paradigm, the other is doing the same across paradigms. The traditional objective science is the former; the breakthroughs and discoveries belong to the latter."* Creative processes incorporate both, but in an ideal description, creativity is a leap from objective consensus and conventional definitions. It is a process in which novelties are generated to satisfy newly considered criteria. It sees beyond a priori definitions. The crudeness of Kuhn's dichotomy is not so important here. What 1 want to point out is that uncertainties are problematic for progression in a one-paradigm situation, whereas they are the initiating constructive condition for creative leaps across paradigms.
Referring back to Putnam's example once again, a definition is much like an act of discrimination. If the perception of a fact is changing due to a dynamic context, and thus, the fact is not known for sure, or more correctly put, always l<nown from a variety of angles, defining it in set terms is not so sensible or even logical. Viable definitions emerge out of contexts spontaneously. Until that specific context is brought in, "ambiguity is the only rule. "5 In both representation and process, there could be uncertainties between two, three, or ten thousand choices. The extreme case would be that choices are "indefinitely many." Let us consider this extreme. "The indefinitely many" will occur if the definitions are not set. Devoid of a context, there are indefinitely many ways of counting the objects in a room. Where there are multiple individuals involved, the context is even harder to grasp and has to be acknowledged as such, until reduced to one particular point of view for practical purposes. The ambiguity is to the interest of someone who is aiming to create and not just choose. Creativity is not a matter of choice. A priori definitions are inhibiting for the creative act because they reduce it to a choice process at best and to a didactic one at worst.
Anarchy comes in right here: who operates with the uncertainty and how. The term has had much more use in the socio-political context, but the socio-political dynamics of anarchy are not too distant from those of any creative context. In his discussions about science, Paul Feyerabend does not refrain, for example, from using the word anarchy with its political connotations: propaganda, ideology, and riots are included. He understands science as a fully social enterprise. In this social setup, the individual is the key element. Leaving aside the aggressive connotations, anarchy is basically the rigorous activity of individuals who challenge a central convention and assert their own definitions.^The anarchic subject is the person who creates uncertainty and, in the end, who deals with it. When the role of anarchy is emphasized in uncertainty, the situation is idealized as indefinitely plural and thus gives way to creativity in the sense discussed above, not simply as a selection or a didactic act.
This social take on creativity applies to representations of space as well, by which I mean all kinds of interpretation and creation of spaces. In Edwin Abbot's Flat/and, the anarchic subject to come across uncertainties is a particular Square who encounters a Sphere (Fig. 2) . Until the moment he sees a line that is ever changing in size, the Square has clear definitions and conceptions of what he is to see in his predictable two-dimensional world. Just then, he takes what Deleuze refers to as the "line of flight"always an act of the marginaland breaks free of these definitions. He literally goes to the margins to conceive the third dimension and sees that the line he has encountered is a sphere.
There are many more instances In which definitions of space are considered and created from different points of view.
The Catalan sailor from the fourteenth century brings together on his map all the elements of space that he conceives as essential: the moon, the sun, the tidal waves, etc. The horizon is his ultimate reference. He divides a circle into sixteen parts and creates rhumb lines these for his operations. This representation diverges greatly from what we understand as a conventional geographical map (Fig. 1) .
In land surveys, the method of triangulation depicts landform in reference to a web of shortest distances rather than the three-dimensional topography as conceived in contour maps or in our bodily experiences on that land (Fig. 3) .
The physical appearance of a landscape is broken into pieces of various viewpoints in 1909, as Leger challenges the conventional one-to-one relation of space and time ( Fig.   4 ).
Lightas opposed to planescomes to the forefront as the essential element of space in a workshop project at the University of Chicago in the early forties (Fig. 5) .
In their ergonometric studies, the Situationists present the body as the key reference to architectural space. The understanding of space as a void, carved according to the body of the subject and its movements, deviates from generic architectures (Fig. 6) .
A crowd looks down on a stadium during a soccer game in Istanbul from a crane onto which they have climbed. In doing this, they transform the scaffolding and the crane which, in fact, were intended for the construction of a skyscraper on a neighboring site (Fig. 7) . Francis Bacon distorts the box surrounding the subject in a portrait from 1971 (Fig. 8 ).
All these examples may appear to be commonplaces at first. We operate in space with the aid of conceptual constructs we develop: the above are just a few. However, there is a certain set of constructs like these to which we adapt based on their convenience. This commitment to conventions does not accommodate the flexibility of one's perceptive sensibility, which in turn is essential to one's creative acts. In all of these examples, and in many other OZKAR/ 27 aartacf iMfiiulf d« uatall MooirminU 1" mUiun* DolfU. potfvfu. iu)t-oru l«» 69 travail daiit la plan horltantat.
instances, the individual deviates from these conventional conceptions of space to accommodate oneself and one's own readings. S/he assumes only the uncertainty at the start, but deviating from conventions, comes up with her/his own relevant definitions.
In so doing, the anarchic subject contributes to a qualitative plurality of coexisting alternatives. It is not important that these alternatives are not compatible, nor that they are temporal, but that, all in all, they introduce criticism that uses alternatives.^This critical plurality of marginals sets up a social scene where there is noise and uncertainty and, as a result, the possibility that the individual may make a creative leap that will deviate from conventions.
Uncertainty conveys that we are always looking for descriptions; anarchy implies that everyone speaks. This may not promise anything better in the sense that we understand now. In this scheme, progress is relative too. So is its rigor.
But plurality is the only way frontiers are explored to their full extent so that leapsto whichever directionare pos- This relates to the larger question of meaning(s) acquired through representation and opens other doors. The representation that is not a facsimile of the phenomenon provides this ambiguity by default. (The question could be raised if representations are ever facsimiles.) Other uncertainties that relate to representation occur in language or in similar systems of symbols, i.e., visuals, In the context of philosophy, representation is usually found in definitions, Aristotle writes that there is a limit to our symbols but not to the world or the knowledge thereof, Richard Robmson describes pronouns as the chameleons of language and as ultimately ambiguous symbols when totally devoid of context Poetic language, which bears a lot of metaphors, is especially full of this ambiguity. See Richard Robinson, "Ambiguity," /W/ntf ( 1 94 1 } : 140-55.
Kubler's example is more tangible. The invention of oil painting is progress along a paradigm; the invention of perspective drawing is progress across paradigms. See Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. [1962 Press. [ ! 1996 
